Project support to optimize the
effectiveness of your Vorne XL™
Productivity Appliances

Enterprise XL
Standardization Program
Our Process

The Challenge
There are one or two plants in your organization that have been using the Vorne XL
Appliances with moderate success as evident with efficiency and productivity
improvement. You want to implement this success to all of your manufacturing
facilities.
You may also want to interface with your ERP system to get consistent product
standards automatically input into the Vorne XL and to get the completed job data back
to your ERP system for order confirmation, etc.
You want to use one plant as the “proof-of-concept” for rolling out an Enterprise
Production Improvement Solution and need help getting results. Fast!

1. Project Governance:
Identify project stakeholders and
owners. Implementation plan
developed and maintained
including RACI Matrix and
detailed tasks.

2. Asset Assessment:
Assessment of current Vorne XL
configurations and use as well as
the surrounding processes
contributing to the usage.

3. Set the Standard:

The Solution
The XL Appliance is designed so that your team can deploy it quickly and easily, so why
would you want an XL Deployment Expert to visit your site? When you want to get
outstanding results. Fast.
Enterprise XL Standardization Program is a 2 ½ -day onsite pilot workshop with a
series of remote follow up calls with an experienced Vorne-Verified partner who will
visit your site and work closely with your team to:
Identify project stakeholders and owners and get them engaged.
Develop and maintain a Project Governance plan to ensure all phases of the
implementation are identified and managed. (We have a proven template for this!)
Identify processes with operator touch points in mind. What does the operator
have to interact with to provide good data to the production process.
Audit and optimize the deployment of your XL Appliances
Train your XL Champion how to configure and maintain the XL Appliances
Train your management team on the data available with the XL Appliances & OEE
Suite
Document standard procedures for how to implement and use the XL Appliances
Create 2-3 standard reports for the team to use on a regular basis

Price
Cost: $8,995 (plus expenses)
All Vorne XL Deployment Experts are experienced manufacturing professionals with genuine hands-on experience
running and improving manufacturing processes who have completed extensive training and verification by Vorne
Industries.
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Setup one line as a “pilot” line to
establish the standard
configuration and processes.
Configure and Test!

4. A Day in the Life with XL:
A template to document the
operator processes for using the
Vorne XL – keep it simple. Helps
to think through all the possible
scenarios to help standardize
your configurations.

5. Program Support:
Provide ongoing remote support
to ensure successful
implementation.

“Enterprise XL
Standardization” will ensure
that your XL System is
capturing accurate
information, your teams are
trained on how to use the
system, and you have a real
and solid action plan for how
to use XL to drive
improvement.

